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Abstract:    24 
During the 2012 deployment of the NASA Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) field 25 
campaign, several flights were dedicated to investigating Hurricane Nadine.  Hurricane Nadine 26 
developed in close proximity to the dust-laden Saharan Air Layer, and is the fourth longest-lived 27 
Atlantic hurricane on record, experiencing two strengthening and weakening periods during its 28 
22-day total lifecycle as a tropical cyclone.  In this study, the NASA GEOS-5 atmospheric 29 
general circulation model and data assimilation system was used to simulate the impacts of dust 30 
during the first intensification and weakening phases of Hurricane Nadine using a series of 31 
GEOS-5 forecasts initialized during Nadine’s intensification phase (12 September 2012).  The 32 
forecasts explore a hierarchy of aerosol interactions within the model: no aerosol interaction, 33 
aerosol-radiation interactions, and aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions 34 
simultaneously, as well as variations in assumed dust optical properties.  When only aerosol-35 
radiation interactions are included, Nadine’s track exhibits sensitivity to dust shortwave 36 
absorption, as a more absorbing dust introduces a shortwave temperature perturbation that 37 
impacts Nadine’s structure and steering flow, leading to a northward track divergence after 5 38 
days of simulation time.  When aerosol-cloud interactions are added, the track exhibits little 39 
sensitivity to dust optical properties.  This result is attributed to enhanced longwave atmospheric 40 
cooling from clouds that counters shortwave atmospheric warming by dust surrounding Nadine, 41 
suggesting that aerosol-cloud interactions are a more significant influence on Nadine’s track than 42 
aerosol-radiation interactions.  These findings demonstrate that tropical systems, specifically 43 




1.  Introduction 47 
During northern hemisphere summer, African Easterly Waves (AEWs) originating from 48 
continental North Africa can develop into tropical disturbances that propagate westward to the 49 
tropical North Atlantic (Burpee et al. 1974; Thorncroft et al. 2001; Kiladas et al. 2006; Chen et 50 
al. 2008).  Often, these disturbances develop in close proximity to the dry Saharan Air Layer 51 
(SAL), which is frequently laden with dust aerosols (Carlson and Prospero, 1972; Karyampudi, 52 
1999) and are advected westward as part of propagating AEWs (Jones et al. 2003; Wong et al. 53 
2009; Knippertz et al. 2010).  Recently, there has been increased interest in understanding how 54 
dust aerosols within the SAL interact with developing tropical disturbances originating from 55 
Africa (Dunion and Velden 2004; Reale et al. 2009; Reale et al. 2011).   However, despite 56 
several efforts to determine how dust interacts with these disturbances, our understanding 57 
remains uncertain, as there are conflicting findings as to whether dust acts to inhibit or enhance 58 
tropical cyclogenesis, and to the specific mechanisms that drive dust-tropical cyclogenesis 59 
interaction. 60 
The dust laden SAL can impact tropical cyclogenesis interacting directly with radiation 61 
and indirectly with cloud processes.  Aerosol-radiation impacts include perturbations to storm 62 
dynamics caused by the scattering and absorption of light by dust within or near a tropical 63 
system. Dunion and Velden (2004) suggested that the warm and dry SAL serves as a mechanism 64 
for increased atmospheric stability, which can be augmented by heating within the SAL dust 65 
layer by dust absorption of solar and infrared radiation, with dust thus acting to inhibit tropical 66 
cyclogenesis.  Similarly, Reale (2009, 2011) found that dusty SAL intrusions into a developing 67 
tropical system increase atmospheric stability by inducing a heating dipole with warming aloft 68 
and cooling below due to absorption within the elevated dust layer.  Evan et al. (2006, 2008) and 69 
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Lau and Kim (2007) found that Saharan dust outbreaks and tropical cyclogenesis were anti-70 
correlated and both Evan et al. (2008) and Lau and Kim (2007) suggested that solar absorption 71 
by dust reduces sea surface temperatures (SSTs), serving as a mechanism for inhibiting tropical 72 
cyclogenesis.  In contrast, Bretl et al. (2015) found that permitting dust aerosol-radiation 73 
interaction had no influence on the number of developing versus non-developing tropical 74 
disturbances using an aerosol-climate model.   Similarly, Braun et al. (2013) found observational 75 
evidence that the dusty SAL had little apparent impact on the development of Hurricane Helene 76 
(2006), despite a significant presence during storm development.  77 
 Aerosol-cloud interactions between dust and tropical cyclogenesis include modification 78 
of cloud and precipitation processes due to the presence of dust.  Rosenfeld et al. (2001), DeMott 79 
et al. (2003), and Twohy (2015) found observational evidence that dust readily serves as cloud 80 
condensation nuclei (CCN) or ice nucleating particles (INP), thereby providing a mechanism for 81 
dust to impact cloud microphysics and precipitation.  Rosenfeld et al. (2001) found that dust-82 
produced CCN reduce cloud-particle effective radii and, ultimately, impact precipitation.  More 83 
recently, however, several studies have been focused on understanding the interaction between 84 
dust and cloud processes for tropical systems.  In a series of idealized model simulations, Zhang 85 
et al. (2007) showed that dust acting as CCN can reduce mean cloud droplet diameter, impacting 86 
storm diabatic heating, thermodynamic structure, and intensity.  On the other hand, Jenkins et al. 87 
(2008) and Jenkins and Pratt (2008) found observational evidence that Saharan dust can 88 
invigorate precipitation by serving as CCN and IN, suggesting that dust entrainment serves as a 89 
mechanism for enhancing tropical convection. 90 
 In this study, we investigate aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interaction between dust 91 
and Hurricane Nadine (2012) during its first intensification and weakening phases.  Hurricane 92 
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Nadine developed from an AEW in close proximity to a dust-laden SAL, and was the fourth 93 
longest-lived Atlantic hurricane on record, experiencing two strengthening and weakening 94 
periods during its lifetime (Braun et al. 2016).  We focus on Hurricane Nadine because it was 95 
coincident with the first deployment of the NASA Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) 96 
field campaign, which provided airborne observations of dust vertical profiles in conjunction 97 
with in-situ meteorological observations.  While Munsell et al. (2015) explored the sensitivity of 98 
Nadine’s simulated track to an ensemble of dynamically perturbed boundary conditions, the 99 
impacts of dust on Hurricane Nadine have yet to be explored.   100 
We investigate the impacts of dust on the first intensification and weakening phases of 101 
Hurricane Nadine using simulations performed with the NASA Goddard Earth Observing 102 
System version 5 (GEOS-5) atmospheric general circulation model and data assimilation system 103 
to explore the impacts of dust during the first intensification and weakening phases of Hurricane 104 
Nadine.  In a series of high spatial resolution GEOS-5 simulations, we initialize from the 105 
meteorological analysis state and simulate Nadine without any aerosol-atmosphere interaction, 106 
with only direct (aerosol-radiation) interaction (i.e. absorption and scattering) with the 107 
atmosphere, and with both direct and indirect (i.e. aerosol-cloud interaction) interaction using a 108 
two-moment cloud microphysics scheme that has recently been implemented within GEOS-5 109 
(Barahona et al. 2014).  Additionally, we explore the sensitivity of Nadine to dust absorption by 110 
varying the assumed dust optical properties in the simulations that permit aerosol-radiation 111 
interaction and both aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interaction in order to explore the 112 
sensitivity of Nadine to dust absorption.  This work is novel in that it presents global high-113 
resolution simulations of a tropical system with various considerations for how dust is permitted 114 
to interact with the atmosphere.  Moreover, while several previous studies have been focused on 115 
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dust interactions during the development phase of tropical cyclogenesis, our results are the first 116 
to focus on exploring the role of dust during the intensification and weakening phases of a 117 
tropical system. 118 
 In Section 2, we present an overview of the NASA HS3 field campaign.  Section 3 119 
provides a description of the data products used in our analysis, and Section 4 provides a 120 
description of the GEOS-5 modeling system and an overview of our simulation setup.  Results 121 
and a subsequent discussion of the radiative impacts of dust on Hurricane Nadine are provided in 122 
Sections 5 and 6, respectively.  Conclusions are provided in Section 7. 123 
 124 
2. The NASA HS3 Field Campaign 125 
From 2012-2014, the NASA HS3 Earth Venture Suborbital (EV-S) airborne field 126 
campaign (https://espo.nasa.gov/hs3/) was based at the NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) in 127 
Wallops Island, Virginia.  HS3 was focused on improving the understanding of the processes that 128 
impact tropical cyclogenesis and intensity change and utilized two NASA unmanned Global 129 
Hawk aircraft flying at a high altitude (~20 km) with long range (~20,000 km), equipped with 130 
“environmental” and “over-storm” payloads, respectively (Braun et al. 2016).  During the 2012 131 
deployment, the environmental payload flew over Hurricane Nadine 5 times (11-12, 14-15, 19-132 
20, 22-23, and 26-27 September) with the goals of examining the impact of the SAL on intensity 133 
change, the interaction of the storm with environmental shear, and outflow-layer characteristics.  134 
Owing to the long flight range provided by the Global Hawk and duration of up to 26 hours, the 135 
environmental payload was able to observe the evolution of Hurricane Nadine from an AEW off 136 
the coast of Africa through its two strengthening and one of its weakening phases.  For our 137 
analysis, we utilize two instruments from the environmental payload, the Cloud Physics Lidar 138 
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(CPL) (McGill et al. 2002) and the Advanced Vertical Atmospheric Profiling System (AVAPS) 139 
dropsonde system (Hock and Franklin 1999). 140 
 141 
3. Data Sources 142 
3.1  CPL 143 
CPL is a multi-wavelength (355, 532, 1064 nm) high-repetition rate (5 kHz) elastic 144 
backscatter lidar developed at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to measure the 145 
vertical profiles of clouds and aerosols from high altitude aircraft (McGill et al. 2002).  Primary 146 
CPL measurements include the total attenuated backscatter at each wavelength and 147 
depolarization ratio at 1064 nm.  CPL data is provided at 200 m resolution in the horizontal and 148 
30 m in the vertical (McGill et al. 2002).  During the HS3 campaign, CPL provided observations 149 
of dust vertical profiles and their proximity to developing tropical systems. 150 
3.2  AVAPS 151 
AVAPS dropsondes provide vertical profiles of temperature, pressure, relative humidity, 152 
wind speed, and wind direction with a sampling frequency of 0.5 seconds at altitudes up to 24 153 
km (Hock and Franklin 1999). During HS3, up to 88 dropsondes were used per flight to 154 
characterize storm intensity, storm outflow, and environmental characteristics, including 155 
identification of the SAL.   156 
3.3  MODIS 157 
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instruments onboard the 158 
sun-synchronous, polar orbiting NASA Terra (10:30 A.M. local equator crossing time) and Aqua 159 
(13:30 P.M. local equator crossing time) satellites provide column retrievals of aerosol optical 160 
thickness (AOT) at a nominal 10  10 km2 horizontal resolution.  Here we use gridded MODIS 161 
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Terra Level 3 AOT retrievals at 550 nm from collection 5.1 algorithms (Remer et al., 2005; Levy 162 
et al., 2010).    163 
 164 
4. The NASA GEOS-5 Model and Simulation Setup 165 
The NASA GEOS-5 Earth system model and data assimilation system, developed by the 166 
NASA Goddard Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), provides simulations of 167 
weather and climate for NASA instrument teams and the scientific community (Rienecker at al. 168 
2008).  In addition to traditional meteorological quantities, such as winds and temperature, 169 
GEOS-5 simulates atmospheric composition, notably aerosols (Colarco et al. 2010), which can 170 
be radiatively coupled to the atmosphere (Chou and Suarez 1994; Colarco et al. 2014).  A near-171 
real time forward processing (FP)  and data assimilation system is run at GMAO, which includes 172 
traditional meteorological data assimilation (Reinecker et al. 2008) and assimilation of aerosols 173 
based on satellite-derived AOT products (Buchard et al. 2015; Nowottnick et al. 2015; Randles 174 
et al. 2017; Buchard et al. 2017 ).  Additionally, Nowottnick et al. (2015) describes the GEOS-5 175 
lidar signal simulation capability.  Owing to these forecasting and data assimilation capabilities, 176 
GEOS-5 forecasts were a valuable resource for guiding mission operations and flight planning 177 
involving dusty SAL outbreaks during HS3, and the same modeling system forms the basis of 178 
the subsequent scientific analysis presented here.  179 
Aerosols are simulated in GEOS-5 with an online version of the Goddard Chemistry, 180 
Aerosol, Radiation, and Transport (GOCART) model (Chin et al. 2002; Colarco et al. 2010).  181 
GOCART simulates emission and removal processes of five aerosol species: dust, sea salt, 182 
sulfate, black carbon, and organic carbon.  Dust is partitioned into 5 non-interacting size bins that 183 
span 0.1 and 10 m in radius.  A more in-depth description of the treatment of dust in GEOS-5 is 184 
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provided in Nowottnick et al. (2010, 2011) and Colarco et al. (2014).  Dust optical properties are 185 
derived by assuming a spheroidal particle shape distribution and are drawn from a pre-computed 186 
database of non-spherical dust particle properties (Meng et al. 2010), as described in Colarco et 187 
al. (2014).  For the Nadine simulations, we consider two sets of refractive indices for dust, an 188 
observationally derived set of refractive indices described in Colarco et al. (2014), and refractive 189 
indices from the Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds database (OPAC) (Hess et al. 1998), 190 
the latter of which are more absorbing at shortwave wavelengths with a 550 nm single scattering 191 
albedo of 0.88 compared to 0.92 for the dust optical properties derived from observations 192 
(Colarco et al. 2014).  Our consideration of two sets of dust optical properties are meant to 193 
explore the sensitivity of Nadine to dust absorption and represent uncertainty associated with 194 
measurements of the dust refractive index (Balkanski et al. 2007) owing to different minerology 195 
associated with various dust source regions, as well as external and internal dust mixtures.  196 
Aerosol optical quantities (e.g. extinction, backscatter) are determined from the simulated 197 
aerosol mass using pre-computed look-up tables that provide mass and backscattering 198 
efficiencies, particulate depolarization ratio, and phase function, all as a function of wavelength, 199 
relative humidity, and dry particle size.   200 
Recently, efforts have been made to parameterize aerosol-cloud interaction via an 201 
implementation of a two-moment cloud microphysics scheme for stratiform (Morrison and 202 
Gettelman, 2008) and convective clouds (Barahona, et al. 2014) in GEOS-5, which explicitly 203 
calculates the microphysical processes that impact cloud droplets and ice crystals.  Simulated 204 
aerosol mass is converted to number concentrations for activation using log-normal size 205 
distribution parameters from Lance (2004).  In the two-moment cloud microphysics scheme 206 
formulation, both homogenous and heterogeneous freezing is permitted, and the ice number 207 
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concentrations are functions of the atmospheric state, updraft velocity, deposition coefficient, 208 
and aerosol number concentrations (Barahona et al., 2010a).   209 
In the current formulation of the two-moment microphysics scheme in GEOS-5, dust is 210 
activated as ice nuclei in the immersion and contact modes (Barahona et al. 2014). This means 211 
that the partitioning between liquid and ice within convective and stratiform clouds is linked to 212 
the presence of dust and other INP. It should be noted that other aerosol species in the model can 213 
serve as cloud condensation nuclei (Barahona et al. 2014), and the number concentrations of 214 
sulfate, sea salt and organic CCN exceeds those of dust by several orders of magnitude. 215 
Therefore, in this configuration, it is expected that dust would serve a more significant role 216 
acting as INP than as CCN during the storm development.  217 
To investigate dust impacts on Hurricane Nadine, we consider five baseline aerosol forecast 218 
experiments, all initialized from the same GEOS-5 FP assimilation analysis state of aerosols and 219 
meteorology.  The subsequent evolution of the aerosol distributions in each forecast experiment 220 
is then controlled by emission, transport, and removal processes simulated in GOCART, and not 221 
impacted by any further aerosol or meteorological data assimilation.  Our forecast experiments 222 
were run at a global ~25 km horizontal resolution on a cubed-sphere grid (Putman and Suarez 223 
2011), with 72 vertical levels that are terrain following near the surface and transitioning to 224 
pressure-following at about 180 hPa, with a model top of ~85 km.  We also use results from the 225 
GEOS-5 FP analysis over the period of this event. 226 
The specific aerosol-atmosphere interactions considered are outlined in Table 1.  The first 227 
simulation was run with no interaction (NI) between aerosols and the atmosphere.  Next, 228 
interaction between aerosols and radiation is considered, using weakly absorbing observation-229 
based (WA) and strongly absorbing OPAC (SA) dust optical properties.  Finally, simulations that 230 
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use both the radiation and two-moment cloud microphysics scheme are conducted in order to 231 
investigate aerosol-cloud-radiation interaction with our weakly (WACM) and strongly (SACM) 232 
absorbing dust optical properties.  It should be noted that the simulations do not permit 233 
interaction between the atmosphere and ocean, and that simulations are forced with sea surface 234 
temperatures (SSTs) from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis 235 
(OSTIA) (Donlon et al. 2012). 236 
Our free-running forecast experiments are initialized from the GEOS-5 FP assimilation 237 
state at 2100 UTC 12 September 2012, and are run for 10 days.  Several hours prior to our 238 
forecast experiment initialization time, the HS3 “environmental” Global Hawk flew over Nadine 239 
for the first time during its transition from a tropical depression to a tropical storm from 11-12 240 
September 2012.  Figure 1 depicts the dust near developing Nadine, showing the daily composite 241 
550-nm total aerosol optical thickness (AOT) on 12 September from MODIS Terra (Fig. 1a) and 242 
vertical profiles of 532-nm total attenuated backscatter from CPL onboard the Global Hawk (Fig. 243 
1c).  We note that neither the MODIS Terra nor Aqua sensors were able to observe dust on the 244 
western side of Nadine due to sun glint, or directly over Nadine due to the presence of clouds.  245 
Additionally, CPL was affected by glass moisture condensation on the instrument window and 246 
telescope, as well as attenuation by clouds during the first 4 legs of the flight over Nadine and 247 
the SAL, therefore only the components of the flight where dust was observed and CPL was not 248 
affected by lens condensation is shown.  Despite these limitations, MODIS Terra observed a 249 
broad region of dust to the east of Nadine, which was also observed by CPL on the latter legs of 250 
the flight.  Figure 1b shows the 550-nm total AOT from the GEOS-5 FP assimilation state 251 
nearest the MODIS Terra observation time at 1300 UTC 12 September, and Figure 1d shows the 252 
GEOS-5 simulated 532 nm total attenuated backscatter sampled along the Global Hawk track.  253 
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Where coincident with MODIS Terra, the GEOS-5 FP assimilation produces a similar spatial 254 
distribution and magnitude of AOT as shown in the MODIS data.   Compared with CPL, GEOS-255 
5 captures the magnitude and vertical extent of the elevated dust between 2-5 km, and when 256 
combined with the comparison to MODIS Terra, the GEOS-5 FP assimilation used to initialize 257 
the free running forecast simulations provides a realistic representation of the horizontal and 258 
vertical distribution of dust near Nadine. 259 
The 10-day GEOS-5 simulation period covers the period of Nadine’s strengthening from 260 
a tropical storm (30 m s-1) to a hurricane (36 m s-1) on 14 September, followed by the first 261 
weakening phase (15-22 September), notably weakening back to a tropical storm strength (30 m 262 
s-1) on 17 September.  The simulations are initialized on 12 September to allow aerosol feedback 263 
to Nadine to emerge during the first weakening phase, as Reale et al. (2014) found statistically 264 
significant aerosol impacts on storm vorticity after 5 days of simulation time.   265 
 266 
5. Evaluation of Hurricane Nadine Simulations 267 
Figure 2 shows the simulated track, minimum surface pressure, and maximum wind 268 
speed for the GEOS-5 forecasts and FP assimilation compared to the best track provided by the 269 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Hurricane Center (NHC) 270 
(http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/tcr/AL142012_Nadine.pdf).  Comparing GEOS-5 simulated 271 
tracks (Fig. 2a), we see that the FP assimilation matches the observed track very well, while 272 
there is variability between our forecasts both with respect to the observations and with each 273 
other.  The NI and WA simulated tracks are comparable to one another and simulate Nadine 274 
farther to the east than observed.  Additionally, this result shows that the less-absorbing dust has 275 
little impact on the simulated track compared to the NI simulation.  However, comparing our 276 
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WA and SA simulations, we find a divergence in the simulated track beginning on 17 277 
September, where the SA track turns to the north, showing that when only aerosol-radiation 278 
interaction is simulated, Nadine’s track is indeed very sensitive to dust absorption, which is 279 
explored further in Section 6.  The simulations that included two-moment microphysics 280 
(WACM, SACM) move more slowly to the east between 15-18 September compared to the NHC 281 
best track and the NI, WA, and SA simulations, but have better agreement with the NHC best 282 
track at the end of the 10 day simulation period.  Most notably, unlike the simulations with only 283 
aerosol-radiation interaction, the WACM and SACM simulations showed little sensitivity to dust 284 
optical properties.  Simulated GEOS-5 minimum surface pressure (Fig. 2b) and maximum wind 285 
speed (Fig. 2c) for the free-running forecast simulations are comparable to each other and the FP 286 
assimilation during the first 5 days of simulation, but then exhibit considerable variability 287 
coincident with divergence in their simulated tracks (Fig. 2a).  Compared to observed intensity 288 
and minimum surface pressure, the simulated storms never reach Category 1 intensity and obtain 289 
their maximum wind speed and minimum surface pressure 3 days later than observed.  290 
Comparisons between simulated track, minimum surface pressure, and maximum wind speed 291 
show that our 25-km horizontal-resolution simulations reasonably represent the NHC best track 292 
track, but struggle to capture the timing of simulated minimum surface pressure and maximum 293 
wind speeds.  We speculate that higher resolution simulations would improve the representation 294 
of storm dynamics, but we did not explore this here because of the computational expense.   295 
On 14-15 September, the Global Hawk overflew Nadine (1500 UTC 14 September-1100 296 
UTC 15 September) for a second time, immediately following Nadine’s transition from a tropical 297 
storm (30 m s-1) to a category 1 hurricane (36 m s-1), despite strong environmental vertical wind 298 
shear and a notable SAL presence surrounding the system.  Figure 3 shows the observed vertical 299 
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profile of total attenuated backscatter from CPL along the flight track, and the co-located profiles 300 
from the GEOS-5 FP assimilation and free-running simulations.  During the flight, segments of 301 
the CPL observations were again affected by lens condensation issues and attenuation by clouds, 302 
as indicated on the figure.  Figure 4 shows the flight track overlaid on the corresponding 303 
simulated AOT. Due to similarity between the NI and WA simulations, we only show the WA 304 
simulation in both Figures 3 and 4.  CPL observed elevated dust layers on several legs of the 305 
flight (Fig. 3), with the three regions of strongest backscatter near the eastern ends of the flight 306 
legs (Fig. 4). The variability of the CPL backscatter is captured in the GEOS-5 FP assimilation 307 
and the free running simulations.  Additionally, the simulations exhibit little variability between 308 
one another during this time, as only 24-36 hours of simulation time has elapsed, but all indicate 309 
the presence of the elevated SAL near Nadine.  We note that enhanced total attenuated 310 
backscatter near the surface in each GEOS-5 simulation is due to the presence of seasalt aerosol, 311 
resulting from strong surface winds over the ocean.   312 
Figure 4 shows the dust AOT and surface pressure at 1700 UTC 14 September, and 850-hPa 313 
winds sampled at dropsonde locations and times along the Global Hawk track for the GEOS-5 314 
simulations.  In Fig. 4a, we show the observed AVAPS dropsonde winds at the 850-hPa pressure 315 
surface, with the GEOS-5 FP assimilation dust AOT and surface pressure overlaid (as in Fig. 316 
4b), as MODIS observations of AOT surrounding Nadine were limited due to the presence of 317 
clouds on this day.  Figure 4 shows the similarity between the GEOS-5 FP assimilation and all of 318 
the forecast simulations, showing the proximity of the dust-laden SAL near Hurricane Nadine, 319 
with dust wrapping from east to west along the northern side of the storm.  While only 36 hours 320 
into the simulations, subtle differences between the experiments begin to emerge.  First, there is 321 
more dust to the north and west of Nadine in the FP assimilation than in any of the forecasts.  322 
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This higher AOT is a direct result of assimilating AOT in prior days in the GEOS-5 FP 323 
assimilation, which corrects the simulated column mass loading when and where MODIS AOT 324 
observations are available.  Next, there is less dust to the west of Nadine’s center in the 325 
simulations that use the two-moment cloud microphysics (WACM and SACM) than in the 326 
simulations that do not (WA and SA).  Finally, comparing the 850-hPa winds in Fig. 4, we find 327 
that while the wind fields between the forecasts are quite similar, subtle differences in wind 328 
speed and direction begin to emerge to the east and southeast of Nadine, where the dust AOT 329 
within the SAL is in close proximity to Nadine.    330 
In Fig. 5, we show the wind profile for an AVAPS dropsonde (see triangle in Fig. 4) and the 331 
GEOS-5 simulated profiles within Nadine’s tropical environment  to the west of the boundary 332 
with the SAL, where we see subtle differences in simulated wind fields in close proximity to the 333 
SAL.  While only a single dropsonde profile is shown, other nearby dropsonde profiles that 334 
sampled southerly flow associated with Nadine’s tropical environment along the boundary with 335 
the SAL provided similar results.  Comparing the GEOS-5 profiles to AVAPS, the two 336 
simulations that include the two-moment microphysics scheme (WACM, SACM) best match the 337 
observed wind speeds and directions, followed by the FP assimilation, which does not include 338 
two-moment microphysics but is impacted by the assimilation of meteorological observations. 339 
The simulations that do not include two-moment microphysics fail to capture the observed wind 340 
structure, and instead simulate a broad region of enhanced winds from near the surface to about 5 341 
km.   342 
 343 
6. Dust Impacts on the Track of Hurricane Nadine 344 
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While the Global Hawk flight on 14-15 September provide useful observations for validating 345 
our GEOS-5 forecasts, substantial differences between the simulated tracks are not evident until 346 
17 September (Fig. 2), where the SA simulation diverts to the northwest compared to the other 347 
simulated tracks, demonstrating a sensitivity to the assumed dust optical properties in our 348 
simulations that only permit aerosol-radiation interaction.   Here, we investigate the dynamical 349 
response responsible for the divergence in the SA track by performing a series of ensemble-like 350 
perturbations to the dust optical properties in the simulations that only permit aerosol-radiation 351 
interactions.  We first replace the less absorbing dust with the more absorbing dust optical 352 
properties at 24-hour increments into the WA simulation.  Similarly, we then replace the more 353 
absorbing dust with the less absorbing dust at 24-hour increments into the SA simulation.  In Fig. 354 
6, we show the sensitivity of Nadine’s simulated track to these perturbations. All of the 355 
simulations starting with more absorbing dust (SA) move to the northwest late in the simulations 356 
no matter when the optical properties are switched to less absorbing dust. For the WA 357 
simulations, all move to the east no matter when the optical properties are switched to more 358 
absorbing dust. Thus, there is little impact on the simulated track, demonstrating that in both 359 
cases the perturbation to the dynamical environment occurs within the first 24 hours of the 360 
simulation, even though significant impacts on the track do not emerge until days 4-5.   361 
We further targeted the source of the perturbation to Nadine’s track in the SA experiment by 362 
performing additional ensemble-like perturbations, where the weakly absorbing dust was 363 
replaced with the strongly absorbing dust at 3 hour increments within the first 24 hours of 364 
simulation time.  From these additional perturbations, we found that the simulation in which 365 
weakly absorbing dust was replaced with strongly absorbing dust at 0900 UTC 13 September 366 
yielded a track that followed the SA track, while a simulation making this switch at 1200 UTC 367 
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13 September yielded a track that followed WA (Fig. 7a).  This result suggests that the difference 368 
in simulated tracks between the WA and SA simulations results from a shortwave radiative 369 
perturbation, as sunrise occurs between 0900 and 1200 UTC 13 September at the position of 370 
Nadine. Figure 7b shows the dust AOT from the simulation in which weakly absorbing dust was 371 
replaced by strongly absorbing dust at 1200 UTC 13 September (AOT is similar for all 372 
simulations at this time) and the 0-5 km vertically averaged 0900-1300 UTC total temperature 373 
difference [K] (shaded) due to aerosol shortwave radiative effects between WA simulations 374 
switched to more absorbing dust at 0900 and 1200 UTC at 1300 UTC 13 September 2012.  We 375 
find an increase in temperature throughout the horizontal and vertical extent of the SAL due to 376 
shortwave absorption by dust where the highest dust AOT is in close proximity to Nadine in our 377 
simulation initialized at 0900 UTC, suggesting that the track deviation in the SA simulation 378 
results from a dynamical response related to the additional absorption by dust near sunrise. 379 
We next explore the impact of the shortwave radiative temperature perturbation in the WA 380 
and SA simulations on the dynamical structure of Hurricane Nadine.  Figure 8 shows Nadine’s 381 
dynamic response to  dust radiative forcing for both sets of dust optical properties by showing 382 
the storm centric meridional winds and shortwave radiative temperature tendency due to aerosols 383 
for west-east transects through the center of Nadine at times of notable storm structure difference 384 
during 13 – 17 September period for the WA and SA simulations.  At 1800 UTC on 13 385 
September, the vortex depth, meridional winds and dust concentrations are similar between the 386 
simulations, however, the SA aerosol shortwave temperature tendency within the dusty SAL is 387 
notably stronger when compared to the WA simulation.  Two days later at 1800 UTC on 15 388 
September, a secondary wind maximum above the aerosol shortwave temperature perturbation is 389 
evident in the SA simulation that is not yet present in the WA simulation.  One day later at 1200 390 
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UTC 16 September, the secondary wind maximum emerges in the WA simulation, while there is 391 
a broad region of enhanced low-level southerly winds in the SA simulation.  At this time, the 392 
WA and SA tracks begin to diverge (Fig. 2).  Fig. 9, which shows the dust AOT, 850-hPa winds, 393 
and 850-hPa heights at 1200 UTC 16 September, and here we find greater westerly flow to the 394 
east of Nadine in close proximity to the SAL in the WA simulation, compared to the more 395 
southerly flow in the SA simulation.  At 1200 UTC on 17 September, the storm structure in the 396 
WA simulation is similar to the SA structure on 16 September, while low-level southerly winds 397 
in the SA simulation extend to higher altitudes compared to the previous day.  Owing to similar 398 
vortex depth between the WA and SA simulations between 13 – 17 September, storm centric 399 
meridional and zonal steering winds below 7 km within an 8 latitude by longitude box are 400 
shown in Fig. 10.  Consistent with the timing of divergence between the WA and SA tracks, we 401 
find enhanced southerly steering flow beginning on 16 September in the SA simulation, one day 402 
prior to the WA simulation.  The timing of the enhanced SA southerly steering flow coincides 403 
with the timing of the secondary wind maximum, suggesting that the storm is impacted by 404 
different steering currents owing to the size and structure of the storm.  This result is consistent 405 
with previous studies by Fiorino and Elsberry (1989) and Chan and Gray (1982), who showed 406 
that the steering flow experienced by a tropical storm has a dependence on the size of the storm.  407 
Prior to 16 September, the zonal steering flow is comparable between the simulations, then 408 
diverge when the SA storm changes direction from an eastward to northwest trajectory.   409 
Comparing the WA and SA simulations, simply varying dust absorption can impact storm 410 
size by introducing a larger shortwave temperature perturbation that induces a secondary wind 411 
maximum approximately 24 hours earlier than the simulation using the weakly absorbing dust, 412 
which has implications for the steering flow that the storm experiences.  In this case, the impacts 413 
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on the storm track are drastic, as the enhanced westerly and reduced southerly steering flow to 414 
the east of Nadine in the WA simulation on 16 September steers the system to interact with the 415 
trough to the east of Nadine in Fig. 9 on 17 September, leading to a rapid eastward track.  In the 416 
case of the SA simulation, enhanced southerly steering flow on 16 September reduces Nadine’s 417 
interaction with the trough on 17 September (Fig. 9), but rather steers the storm to the north, 418 
where the Azores High steers the storm to the northwest.  Combining this with the sensitivity 419 
experiments presented in Fig. 7a, the shortwave temperature perturbation that impacts storm 420 
structure and steering flow that the storm experiences can be traced to the first few hours of 421 
sunlight on 13 September, with a dynamical response of the storm to the shortwave aerosol 422 
temperature perturbation delayed by approximately 2.5 days, followed by impacts on the storm 423 
track 2 days later. 424 
In contrast to the simulations that only permitted aerosol-radiation interaction, the 425 
simulations that also included two-moment microphysics did not exhibit sensitivity to dust 426 
optical properties and best matched the observed track at the end of the 10 day simulation period.  427 
We now explore the mechanisms responsible for the differences between simulated tracks in the 428 
simulations with and without two-moment microphysics.  To reiterate, the two-moment 429 
microphysics scheme predicts cloud and ice particle number concentration in response to 430 
simulated aerosol loading, in contrast to the single moment cloud microphysics scheme used in 431 
the WA and SA simulations that prescribes the particle size, number, and concentration of the 432 
condensate (Barahona et al. 2014).  For dust, which was treated as an INP in the forecasts, the 433 
effect of implementing the two-moment microphysics is shown in Fig. 11, where the MODIS 434 
Terra ice cloud effective radius at 1330 UTC on 13 September 2012 is compared to simulated 435 
retrievals of MODIS cloud products for the SA and SACM simulations using the Cloud 436 
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Feedback Model Intercomparison Project Observation Simulator Package (COSP, Bodas-437 
Salcedo et al. 2011).  Comparing the simulated retrievals of MODIS ice cloud effective radius 438 
between the SA and SACM simulations (Fig. 11), the spatial distribution of simulated ice cloud 439 
effective radii better represents the observations (Fig. 11a) in the SACM simulation (Fig. 11c) 440 
than in the SA simulation (Fig. 11b).  Modifications to ice cloud effective radius are known to 441 
impact the radiative budget of the atmosphere (Quaas et al. 2008; Rotstayn 1999; Jones and 442 
Slingo 1996), and in Fig. 12, the shortwave aerosol, longwave cloud, and net (shortwave + 443 
longwave) total atmospheric radiative forcings are shown for the SA and SACM simulation at 444 
1300 UTC on 13 September 2012.  The shortwave forcing is nearly identical in both simulations, 445 
but there is enhanced longwave cooling in the SACM simulation owing to the two-moment 446 
microphysics scheme.  In the SA simulation, the relatively lower longwave cooling from clouds 447 
means the net atmospheric radiative forcing has a larger contribution from the shortwave forcing, 448 
while in the SACM simulation the net effect near Nadine is dominated by longwave cooling 449 
which overcomes the shortwave warming that introduces the temperature perturbation and 450 
subsequent dynamical response impacting the storm track in the SA simulation.     451 
The effects of including the two-moment microphysics scheme is also evident in the vertical 452 
structure of Nadine beginning on 14 September (not shown), as a deeper vortex with thicker ice 453 
and water clouds at higher altitudes is simulated in the two-moment microphysics simulations.  454 
This has implications for the steering winds in the WACM and SACM simulations, as we see 455 
reduced zonal steering flow (Fig. 10) in the simulations that include two-moment microphysics 456 
from 14 September to 17 September.  The reduced zonal steering flow allows Nadine to remain 457 
over warmer SSTs (Fig 2a.) for a longer period of time, leading to further vertical development 458 
and a more intense storm in the WACM and SACM simulations (Fig. 2b & Fig. 2c). 459 
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Additionally, the reduced zonal steering flow in the WACM and SACM simulations delays the 460 
interaction between Nadine and the trough to the east of the system (Fig. 9), slowing its eastward 461 
translational speed, allowing for the Azores High to steer Nadine to the south at the end of each 462 
simulation (Fig. 2a).   463 
Finally, as added perturbation experiments, we performed two additional SACM simulations, 464 
one where the number concentration of dust INP was reduced to 10% and another where dust 465 
was permitted to act as a CCN in addition to INP with a CCN efficiency similar to the more 466 
hygroscopic dust from Asian deserts (=0.2, Kumar et al., 2009).  Figure 13 shows the simulated 467 
tracks for the perturbations compared to the observed, SA, and baseline SACM tracks, and we 468 
find that while enabling dust as a CCN has little impact on simulated track, while reducing the 469 
number of available dust INP to 10% yields a track that diverts to the northwest, though later 470 
than the SA simulation.  Combined with Figs. 11 and 12, this result shows that the lack of track 471 
sensitivity to dust optical properties in the WACM and SACM simulations results from indirect 472 
effects of dust acting as an efficient INP, yielding a more realistic representation of clouds.  473 
 474 
7. Conclusions 475 
In this study, we used the NASA GEOS-5 atmospheric general circulation model and 476 
assimilation system to simulate the impacts of dust on the first intensification (12– 15 477 
September) and weakening phases (15 – 22 September) of Hurricane Nadine (2012) during HS3.  478 
Compared to MODIS and CPL observations from the first HS3 flight on 11-12 September, the 479 
GEOS-5 FP assimilation accurately characterized the horizontal and vertical distribution of dust 480 
near Nadine.  Several forecast experiments were initialized from the GEOS-5 FP assimilation 481 
where the nature of the aerosol-atmosphere interaction was varied (no interactive, aerosol-482 
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radiation interaction, aerosol-radiation and aerosol-cloud interaction via two-moment 483 
microphysics), as well as the absorption of our assumed dust optical properties. 484 
We found that when only aerosol-radiation interactions were permitted, Nadine’s track 485 
exhibited sensitivity to dust optical properties.  Through a series of ensemble-like perturbations 486 
where our weakly absorbing dust optical properties were replaced with strongly absorbing dust 487 
optical properties (and vice versa) we found that this sensitivity was established in the first hours 488 
following the initialization of the simulation, coincident with the first sunrise after simulation 489 
initialization (Figs. 6 and 7).  Further analysis showed that dust optical properties with stronger 490 
absorption in the shortwave induced a temperature perturbation that impacted the timing of 491 
Nadine’s structure and size, which had implications for the steering winds that Nadine 492 
experienced (Figs. 8, 9, and 10), and consequently, the interaction of Nadine with large-scale 493 
synoptic features, ultimately affecting the track.  Our findings demonstrated that the shortwave 494 
aerosol temperature perturbation incurred during the first sunrise after initialization resulted in a 495 
dynamical response in Nadine’s structure approximately 2.5 days later, followed by subsequent 496 
impacts on Nadine’s trajectory 5 days after initialization.  These findings support Reale et al., 497 
(2014), who demonstrated that impacts on tropical cyclogenesis from aerosol-radiation 498 
interaction were significant after 5 days of simulation time.  499 
Our best match with the observed wind structure was obtained by implementing two-moment 500 
microphysics in conjunction with aerosol-radiation interaction.  In these simulations, we found 501 
very little sensitivity to assumed dust optical properties and comparing the shortwave aerosol 502 
atmospheric forcing to the longwave cloud atmospheric forcing showed enhanced longwave 503 
cooling from clouds that negates shortwave aerosol atmospheric forcing surrounding Nadine 504 
resulting from to the implementation of the two-moment microphysics scheme, suggesting that 505 
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radiative effects resulting from aerosol-radiation interaction are secondary to aerosol-cloud 506 
interaction for this case study.  Finally, as added perturbations, the impacts of permitting dust to 507 
act as a CCN and reducing the number of dust INP by 10% in simulations using two-moment 508 
microphysics with a more absorbing dust were explored.  We found that permitting dust to act as 509 
a CCN had little impact on Nadine’s track, while reducing the number of dust INP by 10% 510 
yielded a diverted track similar to our aerosol-radiation simulation (SA) using the more 511 
absorbing dust.  This finding demonstrated that the lack of sensitivity of Nadine’s track to dust 512 
optical properties using the two-moment microphysics scheme results from a more realistic 513 
representation of clouds when dust acts as an effective INP.  In contrast, the simulations that use 514 
the single moment scheme simulate less realistic clouds and consequently, owing to a reduced 515 
cloud radiative forcing, exhibit a greater sensitivity to aerosol radiative effects compared to the 516 
real atmosphere.  This finding highlights the importance of including dust interactions as an INP 517 
in simulations of tropical systems developing near the SAL. 518 
We acknowledge that our findings are the result of one series of forecast simulations for a 519 
specific case and that more robust results would be found considering additional case studies 520 
where dust was in close proximity to developing tropical systems.  However, for this specific 521 
case, our series of ensemble-like perturbations where dust optical properties were modified at 522 
different times during the simulation helps to give significance to our finding that absorption by 523 
dust can impact storm tracks when only aerosol-radiation interaction is permitted in global 524 
aerosol simulations.  Finally, our findings highlight the importance of including dust-atmosphere 525 
interactions, particularly dust-radiation and aerosol-cloud interactions, when simulating tropical 526 
systems in proximity to the SAL.  This may be a particular consideration for operational 527 
forecasting centers that do not include aerosol interaction in their forecasts, as our simulations 528 
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demonstrate that the degree of dust interaction can have significant impacts on the track of 529 
tropical systems.     530 
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9.  Tables 762 
 763 





Dust Optical Properties 
NI Non-Interactive Aerosols N/A 
WA Aerosol Direct Interaction w/Less Absorbing Dust Observation Based 
[Colarco et al., 2014] 
WACM Aerosol Direct Interaction w/Less Absorbing Dust 
and 2-Moment Microphysics 
Observation Based 
[Colarco et al., 2014] 
SA Aerosol Direct Interaction w/More Absorbing Dust OPAC 
[Hess et al., 1998] 
SACM Aerosol Direct Interaction w/More Absorbing Dust 
and 2-Moment Microphysics 
OPAC 
[Hess et al., 1998] 
 765 
Table 1.  Experiment name, description, and dust optical properties for GEOS-5 aerosol 766 
perturbation forecasts of Hurricane Nadine.  767 
 768 
  769 
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10.  Figure Caption List 770 
Figure 1.  MODIS Terra 550 nm AOT on 12 September 2012 (a), GEOS-5 FP assimilation total 771 
AOT at 1400 UTC on 12 September (b), CPL 532 nm total attenuated backscatter from the 11-12 772 
September HS3 flight (c), and GEOS-5 FP assimilation 532 nm total attenuated backscatter 773 
sampled coincident 11-12 September HS3 flight (d).  The portion of the Global Hawk flight track 774 
depicted in the CPL and GEOS-5 cross sections is indicated by the red lines in (a) and (b).  The 775 
red “x” indicates the position of Nadine at 1200 UTC on 12 September 2012 from the National 776 
Hurricane Center (a) and in the GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b).   777 
 778 
Figure 2.  NHC Best Track and GEOS-5 simulated tracks over simulation averaged OSTIA SSTs 779 
[K] (a), minimum surface pressure (b), and storm intensity (c) for Hurricane Nadine (12-22 780 
September 2012). 781 
 782 
Figure 3.  CPL (a), GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), WA (c), SA (d), WACM (e), and SACM (f) 783 
simulated profiles of total attenuated backscatter from the 14-15 September 2012 HS3 flight.  784 
Global Hawk track and GEOS-5 FP assimilation dust AOT is inset in (b).  Components of CPL 785 
observations affected by lens condensation  and signal attenuation by clouds is indicated by “C” 786 
and “A”, respectively.  Portions of the flight where CPL observed elevated dust layers are 787 
indicated by the red line. 788 
 789 
 790 
Figure 4.  AVAPS 850-hPa winds over GEOS-5 FP assimilation dust AOT and surface pressure 791 
contoured at 1010 and 1000 hPa (a); 850-hPa winds, dust AOT, and minimum pressure for the 792 
 37 
GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), WA (c), SA (d), WACM (e), and SACM (f) simulations for the 14-793 
15 September HS3 flight.  The location of the individual dropsonde profile in Fig. 5 is indicated 794 
by the black triangle.  Half-barb, full-barb, and flags indicate wind speeds of 2.5 m s-1, 5 m s-1, 795 
and 25 m s-1, respectively. 796 
 797 
Figure 5.  Wind profiles from AVAPS (a), the GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), NI (c), WA (d), SA 798 
(e), WACM (f), and SACM (g) simulations at the drop location indicated on Figure 3 during the 799 
14-15 September 2012 HS3 flight.  Half-barb, full-barb, and flags indicate wind speeds of 2.5 m 800 
s-1, 5 m s-1, and 25 m s-1, respectively. 801 
 802 
Figure 6.  WA and SA sensitivity experiment track where dust optical properties were changed at 803 
24-hour increments in each simulation overlaid on mean (12-22 September) OSTIA SSTs [K].  804 
 805 
Figure 7.  (a) WA experiment track where weakly absorbing dust optical properties were 806 
replaced with strongly absorbing dust optical at 0900 (dash) and 1200 UTC (solid) on 13 807 
September 2012 over mean (12-22 September 2012) OSTIA SSTs [K]. (b) Dust AOT (contour) 808 
at 1200 UTC and the 0-5 km vertically averaged 0900-1300 UTC total temperature difference 809 
[K] (shaded) due to aerosol shortwave radiative effects between WA simulations switched to 810 
more absorbing dust at 0900 and 1200 UTC at 1300 UTC 13 September 2012.  811 
 812 
Figure 8.  WA (left) and SA (right) west-east storm-centric transects of meridional winds 813 
(shaded) and shortwave temperature tendency perturbation due to aerosols (dashed-dot contour 814 
0.25 K dy-1; solid 0.5 K dy-1; dashed 1 K dy-1). 815 
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 816 
Figure 9.  WA (left), SA (center), and SACM (right) dust aerosol optical thickness (shaded 817 
contours), 850-hPa winds (arrows), and 850-hPa height (meters, black contour) at 1200 UTC on 818 
16 September 2012. 819 
 820 
Figure 10.  WA, SA, WACM, and SACM meridional (a) and zonal (b) steering winds. 821 
 822 
Figure 11.  MODIS Terra (a), COSP simulated SA (b), and COSP simulated SACM (c) ice cloud 823 
effective radius at 1330 UTC on 13 September 2012.  1010 hPa contours (black) from the 824 
GEOS-5 FP assimilation, SA, and SACM simulations to indicate the position of Nadine are 825 
provided in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. 826 
 827 
Figure 12.  SA (top) and SACM (bottom) shortwave aerosol atmospheric forcing (left), 828 
longwave cloud atmospheric forcing (center), and net total atmospheric forcing (right) at 1300 829 
UTC on 13 September 2012.  1010 hPa contours (black) indicate the position of Nadine in the 830 
SA and SACM simulations at 1300 UTC on 13 September 2012. 831 
 832 
Figure 13.  Simulated tracks for SACM with dust as a CCN (yellow) and SACM with the 833 
concentration of dust INP reduced by 90%  (orange) relative to NHC Best Track (black), SA 834 





11. Figures 839 
Figure 1. 840 
 841 
Figure 1.  MODIS Terra 550 nm AOT on 12 September 2012 (a), GEOS-5 FP assimilation 842 
total AOT at 1400 UTC on 12 September (b), CPL 532 nm total attenuated backscatter from 843 
the 11-12 September HS3 flight (c), and GEOS-5 FP assimilation 532 nm total attenuated 844 
backscatter sampled coincident 11-12 September HS3 flight (d).  The portion of the Global 845 
Hawk flight track depicted in the CPL and GEOS-5 cross sections is indicated by the red 846 
lines in (a) and (b).  The red “x” indicates the position of Nadine at 1200 UTC on 12 847 
September 2012 from the National Hurricane Center (a) and in the GEOS-5 FP assimilation 848 
(b).   849 
850 
 40 
Figure 2. 851 
 852 
Figure 2.  NHC Best Track and GEOS-5 simulated tracks over simulation averaged OSTIA SSTs 853 
[K] (a), minimum surface pressure (b), and storm intensity (c) for Hurricane Nadine (12-22 854 
September 2012). 855 
 41 




Figure 3.  CPL (a), GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), WA (c), SA (d), WACM (e), and SACM (f) 860 
simulated profiles of total attenuated backscatter from the 14-15 September 2012 HS3 flight.  861 
Global Hawk track and GEOS-5 FP assimilation dust AOT is inset in (b).  Components of CPL 862 
observations affected by lens condensation and signal attenuation by clouds is indicated by “C” 863 
and “A”, respectively.  Portions of the flight where CPL observed elevated dust layers are 864 








Figure 4.  AVAPS 850-hPa winds over GEOS-5 FP assimilation dust AOT and surface pressure 872 
contoured at 1010 and 1000 hPa (a); 850-hPa winds, dust AOT, and minimum pressure for the 873 
GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), WA (c), SA (d), WACM (e), and SACM (f) simulations for the 14-874 
15 September HS3 flight.  The location of the individual dropsonde profile in Fig. 5 is indicated 875 
by the black triangle.  Half-barb, full-barb, and flags indicate wind speeds of 2.5 m s-1, 5 m s-1, 876 
and 25 m s-1, respectively. 877 
 878 





Figure 5.  Wind profiles from AVAPS (a), the GEOS-5 FP assimilation (b), NI (c), WA (d), SA 883 
(e), WACM (f), and SACM (g) simulations at the drop location indicated on Figure 3 during the 884 
14-15 September 2012 HS3 flight.  Half-barb, full-barb, and flags indicate wind speeds of 2.5 m 885 
s-1, 5 m s-1, and 25 m s-1, respectively. 886 
  887 
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Figure 6. 888 
 889 
 890 
Figure 6.  WA and SA sensitivity experiment track where dust optical properties were changed at 891 
24-hour increments in each simulation overlaid on mean (12-22 September) OSTIA SSTs [K].  892 
  893 
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Figure 7.  (a) WA experiment track where weakly absorbing dust optical properties were 898 
replaced with strongly absorbing dust optical at 0900 (dash) and 1200 UTC (solid) on 13 899 
September 2012 over mean (12-22 September 2012) OSTIA SSTs [K]. (b) Dust AOT (contour) 900 
at 1200 UTC and the 0-5 km vertically averaged 0900-1300 UTC total temperature difference 901 
[K] (shaded) due to aerosol shortwave radiative effects between WA simulations switched to 902 
more absorbing dust at 0900 and 1200 UTC at 1300 UTC 13 September 2012.  903 
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Figure 8. 904 
 905 
Figure 8.  WA (left) and SA (right) west-east storm-centric transects of meridional winds 906 
(shaded) and shortwave temperature tendency perturbation due to aerosols (dashed-dot contour 907 
0.25 K dy-1; solid 0.5 K dy-1; dashed 1 K dy-1). 908 
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Figure 9.  WA (left), SA (center), and SACM (right) dust aerosol optical thickness (shaded 915 
contours), 850-hPa winds (arrows), and 850-hPa height (meters, black contour) at 1200 UTC on 916 





























Figure 11.  MODIS Terra (a), COSP simulated SA (b), and COSP simulated SACM (c) ice cloud 944 
effective radius at 1330 UTC on 13 September 2012.  1010 hPa contours (black) from the 945 
GEOS-5 FP assimilation, SA, and SACM simulations to indicate the position of Nadine are 946 











Figure 12.  SA (top) and SACM (bottom) shortwave aerosol atmospheric forcing (left), 957 
longwave cloud atmospheric forcing (center), and net total atmospheric forcing (right) at 1300 958 
UTC on 13 September 2012.  1010 hPa contours (black) indicate the position of Nadine in the 959 













Figure 13.  Simulated tracks for SACM with dust as a CCN (yellow) and SACM with the 972 
concentration of dust INP reduced by 90% (orange) relative to NHC Best Track (black), SA 973 
(blue), and SACM (purple) tracks over mean (12-22 September 2012) OSTIA SSTs [K]. 974 
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 976 
 977 
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